Please watch the video on YouTube¹ and answer the following questions:

**TASK 1:** Which roles (communicator, troublemaker, etc.) and which further attributes would you assign to the following characters:

- **Michael:**
- **Eleanor:**
- **Janet:**
- **Tahani:**
- **Jason:**

**TASK 2:** Which character can you identify with best when it comes to teamwork and why?

---

¹ https://tinyurl.com/smbcj6k
**TASK 3:** Explain the following words and phrases in your own words. Next, try to use them in sentences. Do these words and phrases have a positive, neutral or a negative connotation?

- **bleak:**

- **to be doomed:**

- **to be destined to succeed:**

- **sophisticated:**

- **inspiring:**

- **disgusting:**

- **to have (suffer) a momentary setback:**

- **to kick things off:**

- **fearless leader:**